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Square and Cube Roots

Squares
A square is a number multiplied by itself. For example, 4x4 is
four squared. In math notation, with “n” representing any
number, a number squared is written as n2, so four squared
would be written as 42. The following is a list of common perfect
squares:

Square Roots
The opposite operation of squaring a number is �nding its
square root, and square roots are written with the radical
symbol “√0” over them. Because squaring and �nding a number’s
square root are opposite operations, they cancel each other out.
For example, √25=5 because 52=25. The following is a list of
common perfect square roots:

Cubes
A cube is a number multiplied by itself and then multiplied by
itself again. For example, 4x4x4 is four cubed. In math notation,
with “n” representing any number, a number cubed is written as
n3, so four cubed is written as 43. The following is a list of
common perfect cubes:

Cube Roots
The opposite operation of cubing a number is �nding the cube
root, and cube roots are written with the radical symbol “√03”
over them. Because cubing and �nding a number’s cube root are
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opposite operations, they cancel each other out. For
example,√1253= 5 because 53=125. The following is a list of
common perfect cube roots:
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Intro to square roots
Voiceover] If you're watching a movie
and someone is attempting to do fancy
mathematics on a chalkboard, you'll
almost always see a symbol that looks
like this. This radical symbol. And this is
used to show the square root and we'll see other types of roots as
well, but your question is, well, what does this thing actually mean?
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Square Roots Worksheet
Solve. Copying permission: You are free
to copy this worksheet to any number of
students for their mathematics work. Do
not distribute on websites, books, or any
such material without permission.
Copyright www.HomeschoolMath.net
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Quiz: Square Roots and Cube Roots
CLİFFSNOTES

Square Roots and Cube Roots Quiz

Challenging Quiz On Square And
Cube Roots
When it comes to mathematics, some
people have a hard time finding the
squares and cube roots for some
numbers. For this quiz, you should know how to calculate square and
cube roots and find out an approximate square and cube root. Give it
a try and all the best!
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